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The new woodgrains are a paint 
finished surface instead of the 

traditional surface bonded film.

They outperform films for scratch 
resistance. The images show 

scratches being made first into film 
and then our new painted finish.

After a clean the painted finish 
is almost good as new (left) 3  

whilst the film (right) 7  shows the 
damage. 

Not very scientific, we know, but 
you get the point. 

The paint finish is also more UV 
stable over time, retaining colour 

for longer and less prone to the 
finish becoming “milky” in strong 

sunlight. 
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BETTER SCRATCH RESISTANCE  

& UV STABILITY

PAINTED
WOOD-EFFECT



The paint finish has better graining 
so it looks more, well, like wood!

It means that from a distance, grain 
can be seen instead of appearing 
to merge into a solid colour, so 
kerb-appeal is greatly enhanced - 
customers will love it.
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More wood-like

OLD...

...AND NEW



PAINTED WOOD EFFECT FINISH
More wood-like



Making frame legs and sections from 
surface film introduces stress marks 
at each bend so it’s not an option.

With our painted finish there are 
no such limitations. Frame legs, 
headers and our ** 3-D covers 
and renovating angles no longer 
complement... ...they match!

With our between fix frame option, 
which has no holes to the front 
face of the frame, fitting within the 
opening now means an edge to edge 
matching finish and no need for 3-D 
cover profiles. 

Your customers will love it!

The Standard Frame with back fixing holes and the 
Between Fix Frame with no back fixing holes

A PERFECT MATCH, NO MORE COMPROMISES



PAINTED WOOD EFFECT FINISH
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** Golden Oak 3D profiles are finished in a complementary flat colour to RAL 8014.

MATCHING FRAME LEGS & HEADER

MATCHING **3-D PROFILES & RENOVATING ANGLES
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Design.
Security.
Service.

Teckentrup is a family business with operations 
throughout the world. In the UK we make our 
garage doors in Warrington, Cheshire. CarTeck 
Automatic is available through a national network of 
independent Garage Door Specialist installers.

Teckentrup offers more than garage doors: We pro-
vide solutions and have set three quality standards 
for our garage doors:  

Design

We combine ease of use with aes-
thetics. 
Good design uses innovative technol-
ogy to make using a product intuitive 
and effortless. CarTeck Automatic 
sectional garage doors offer a wide 
range of design options that will 
transform the look of your home and 
the way you use your garage space.

Safety & Security

We combine security with safety. 
Our products are designed to provide 
peace of mind with both physical 
security and the knowledge that dura-
bility and safe operation are inherent. 

Service

We combine speed with reliability. 
The Teckentrup team and our network 
of Garage Door Specialists install-
ers love to make your new door a 
pleasure to own. From planning to in-
stallation. You’ll always receive expert 
advice and the best service for instal-
lation, maintenance and aftercare.
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